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The importance of photopolymerization and photochemically curable materials has 

increased significantly in the field of 3D-printing. An advanced technique for the 

production of complex and precise ceramic parts is Lithography-based ceramic 

manufacturing (LCM), where structures are built in a layer by layer 

photopolymerization process [1]. Therefore the deployed mixtures do not only contain 

monomers and photoinitiators, but also up to 50-60 vol% ceramic powders, which 

considerably decrease the curing depth of the printed layers. In a layer by layer printing 

technique however this has a strong influence on the manufacturing time, which leads to 

an attempt to increase the curing depth in spite of the appearance of light scattering in 

filled systems [2]. In general high wavelength light sources are used to increase the 

penetration of materials and consequently also the depth of curing. Considering that 

most of the common photoinitiators only work in the UV- or lower visible light range, 

the absorption can be shifted to higher wavelengths by using a photosensitizer. For our 

investigations a cyanine dye was chosen, which exhibits excellent absorption in the 

NIR-area, and reactivity analysis in combination with different initiators was made. To 

further improve the efficiency of the selected photoinitiating system, different 

monomers and additives were deployed. Additionally photopolymerization of hybrid 

systems combining radical and cationic photopolymerization were carried out and 

stability tests of the dye/initiator system were performed. Also the maximum curing 

depth with the introduced initiating system was investigated in unfilled as well as in 

filled systems.   
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